
SPECIFICATION FOR TRACTOR TROLLEY
Specification No. Mech/M&P/3100/GM/4

1.0 IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO TENDERERS FOR FILLING TECHNICAL BID

1.1 Bidders are required to give clause wise comments on the technical specifications, 
confirming compliance/non-compliance with details of deviations if any along with 
their effect on the performance. Back references to be avoided, offers are likely to 
be  ignored in  case  of  non-compliance  of  these instructions  for  furnishing  the 
information.

1.2Unless  otherwise  stated,  latest  alterations/  revisions  of  specifications/  standards/ 
drawings shall be applicable. In respect of safety standards and environmental 
standards  relevant  to  the  machine,  the  machine  manufacturers  shall  ensure 
compliance  with  international  (CE/ISO/DIN/JIS)/National  standards  (IS)  (where 
applicable).

1.3Tenderers should offer and quote for all the specified concomitant accessories, as 
these are considered essential for commissioning and utilization of the machine. 
Even if bidder does not recommend the purchase any of these accessories, the 
price  must  be  quoted  for  comparison  purposes  and  their 
recommendation/suggestion indicated in the offer. Tenderers should also quote 
for  optional  accessories,  spares  and  consumable  spares  as  asked  in  the 
specifications.

1.4In case,  any item is  required in  sets,  please specify  nos./pieces per  set.  This  is 
essential for proper technical evaluation of the offer. Offers received without this 
may be considered as incomplete and liable to be rejected.

1.5 The  bidder  should  quote  only  for  the  specified  make  of  sub-assemblies  and 
equipment wherever specified. Makes of sub-systems other than the specified 
ones will  normally  not  be  acceptable.   In  case,  some other  make is  quoted, 
specific  reasons for  the same including its features/advantages over  specified 
makes must be brought out in the offer.

1.6 In case there is a contradiction in any information provided (some parametric values 
given  in  the  specification  and  those  given  in  the  brochure  or  some  other 
document  enclosed  by  the  tenderer),  unless  specifically  mentioned  in  the 
deviation cum confirmation statement  the  values as given in  the  specification 
shall be taken as confirmed by the tenderer and offer evaluated accordingly.

1.7The Purchaser may accept internationally accepted alternative specifications which 
ensure equal or higher quality than the specifications mentioned in the Technical 
Specification. However, the decision of the Purchaser in this regard shall be final.

1.8Purchaser reserves the right to verify the details submitted by the bidder by actual 
site visits.

1.9 Other terms & conditions of the contract will be as per Indian Railway Standard 
conditions of contract.

2.0 DESCRIPTION:
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Tractor Tilting Trolley with  Solid Cushioned Tyres.

3.0 SCOPE OF SUPPLY
 The scope of this specification covers design, manufacture, supply commission-
ing and proving out of Tractor Tilting Trolley with Solid Cushioned Tyres at Rail 
Coach Factory, Kapurthala. A Conceptual sketch of Tractor Tilting Trolley is en-
closed at annexure ‘A’ for reference only.

3.1 However, successful bidder shall submit their drawing of Tractor Tilting Trolley and 
get approval of the consignee before the manufacturing of Tractor Tilting Trolley.

4.0 PURPOSE
The  Tractor  Tilting  Trolley  is  required  for  disposal  of  empty  containers  & 
hazardous waste from New paint shop, CPP, Paint store & old paint shop.

5.0 GENERAL TECHNICAL DETAIL
Hydraulically operated Lifting/Tilting System shall  be operated by using power 
from Tractor. Trolley will be in horizontal  position at lowest level of telescope joint 
with following technical details:
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S.no Items with make Size

1. Trolley 3600  mm x 1800 mm x 600 mm
2. Jack 10 Ton capacity
3. Hauling Capacity 15 Ton capacity
4. Axle 100 mm

5. Tyre
(Shakthi/Traxon/Hinidustan/Voltas 
/Sterling/Solido/Kinkai/Godrej)

9.00-20  (39.9-20)  (Solid  Cushioned 
only)

6. Height of Telescoping Jack 48 inch(approx.) in open position and 
26 inch (approx.) in closing position.

7. Tilting angle of trolley position 0 degree to 70 degree
8. Loading capacity 04 to 6 Ton (Approx.)



Note:

• The rim on which tyre is to be fitted should be robust enough to withstand the 
jerks of the road.

6.0 DEVIATION: 
Any deviation from the above stipulations shall be brought out clearly giving ad-
vantages of the proposed deviation and approval shall be taken from Dy.CME/FP 
before supply of material to RCF.

7.0 PROVEN DESIGN & SYSTEM CAPABILITY :
The system offered must be of proven design incorporating latest features. The 
bidder shall provide sufficient evidence that he is a reputed / Proven manufacturer 
and has experience in manufacturing & supply of similar system. He is required to 
enclose  along  with  the  offer,  his  performance  of  last  five  years  mentioning 
purchaser’s  name  &  address  for  this  purpose.  In  case  a  sole  distributor  is 
submitting the bid on behalf of the proven manufacturer, an authorization signed 
by the proven manufacturer should be submitted. 

          

8.0 OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
In case bidder desires to suggest any accessories to achieve higher performance 
and/  or  better  quality  levels,  the  same shall  be  clearly  explained and quoted 
separately as Optional accessories. The purchaser has the discretion to order or 
not to order. 

9.0 GENERAL CONDITIONS: 
The machine should be capable of operating in severe workshop condition of dust 
temperature between 00C to 500C and humidity up to 98%. The system should be 
capable of working under these conditions continuously on two shift basis.

10.0 SPARES:
The tenderer should furnish details of spares covered under warranty.

The tenderer should also furnish the price list  of  spare parts required for  two 
years normal maintenance of the equipment.

11.0 COMMISSIONING AND PROVING OUT:
The successful bidder shall have to commission the Tractor Tilting Trolley within 
one month from the date of receipt at RCF, Kapurthala. 
The successful bidder shall arrange the commissioning and proving out of the 
Tractor  Tilting  Trolley at  Rail  Coach  Factory,  Kapurthala  (Punjab)  and  after 
successful commissioning, will demonstrate the performance of the trolley to the 
consignee as per contract.

12.0 ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
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12.1 The tenderer shall be registered on IREPS website (www.ireps.gov.in) to .parti-
cipate in the tendering process.

12.2 The tenderer shall have established quality control system and organization to 
ensure adequate control at all stages of the manufacturing process.

12.3 The tenderer shall provide a performance statement giving a list of major supplies 
of same/similar equipments effected in last 5 years to the reputed organizations 
giving details of the order no. and date and the quantity supplied and whether the 
supply was made within the delivery schedule. Such period shall  be reckoned 
from the date of opening of tender.
Tenderer not submitting the requisite information may note that his offer is liable 
to be ignored.

13.0 TECHNICAL LITERATURE:
One copy of  the printed illustrative  catalogue showing features of  the Tractor 
Tilting Trolley shall be submitted by the bidder .
The successful bidder will have to furnish for 2 copies (1 hard & 1 Soft) of the 
spare  parts  catalogue  giving  the  part  List  number  of  each  component  with 
exploded views and assembly drawings, maintenance manual, trouble-shooting 
guide, operational manual of the Tractor Tilting Trolley. 

14.0 WARRANTY:
The warranty condition of contract will be as per IRS conditions or as quoted by 
the tenderer whichever is later.

Note: Tenderer to furnish following detail of the Tractor Trolley offered

S.no. Technical Parameter Offered by Tenderer
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A MAIN CHANNEL 7”x3.5” or (200x75x6.2 mm) IS-808
B BOX CHANNEL 5”x2.5” or (125x65 mm) IS-808

C BOTTOM CHANNEL 3”x1.5” or (7.5x40 mm) IS-808
D HYD.JACK  15 Ton Capacity -----
E CHEQUERED PLATE 6 mm Thick IS: 3502
F SIDE FLAPS SHEETS 3 mm IS: 2062
G ADJUSTABLE JACK BRACKET IS: 2062
H 2” BAR HOOK IS: 1875
I CENTRE AXLE 150 mm (Approx.) IS: 1875
J TYRE (SOLID) (1000-20) (2 NOS) -------
K BOX ANGLE 2” x 2” or (50x50 mm) IS-808
L PLATE PIN FOR BOX SWIVELLING (2NOS.) IS-2062
M JACK PLATE IS-2062


